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PHYSICAL IMPLICATIONS OF RHESSI NEUTRON-CAPTURE LINE MEASUREMENTS
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ABSTRACT

We report high spectral resolution measurements of the 2.223 MeV neutron-capture line obtained with the
Reuven Ramaty High Energy Solar Spectroscopic Imager (RHESSI) from the 2002 July 23 solar flare. The time
history of this line is affected by both the photospheric3He abundance and the angular distribution of the interacting
flare-accelerated particles producing the neutrons. The measured time history is compared with predicted time
histories calculated using a magnetic loop model with a magnetic field perpendicular to the solar surface at the
footpoints. The model includes energy losses due to Coulomb collisions, removal by nuclear reactions, magnetic
mirroring in the convergent flux tube, and MHD pitch-angle scattering in the corona. This is the first analysis
of the neutron-capture line using such a physically based model. The derived constraints on the interacting angular
distribution require that the accelerated particles had to suffer pitch-angle scattering during their transport through
the coronal portion of the loop. The derived photospheric3He/H ratio was not well constrained, primarily because
of uncertainties associated with the measured nuclear de-excitation line flux used to represent the neutron-
production time profile.

Subject headings: acceleration of particles — nuclear reactions, nucleosynthesis, abundances —
Sun: abundances — Sun: flares — Sun: X-rays, gamma rays — turbulence

1. INTRODUCTION

The Reuven Ramaty High Energy Solar Spectroscopic Im-
ager (RHESSI) detected the 2.223 MeV neutron-capture line
from the 2002 July 23 solar flare. Because the line is very
narrow (!100 eV), theRHESSI high-resolution Ge detectors
are very effective for observing it. The only previous high-
resolution detection was byHEAO 3 from the 1979 November
9 flare (Prince et al. 1982), but analysis of those data was
limited by the low counting rate. The line is formed when flare-
produced neutrons are captured on ambient hydrogen in the
photosphere, producing deuterium. Since the neutrons slow
down before capture, the line is delayed by∼100 s. The delay
is affected by both the photospheric3He abundance and the
angular distribution of the interacting particles producing the
neutrons. Neutron capture on3He, 3He(n, p)3H, produces no
radiation but shortens the delay of the capture line (Wang &
Ramaty 1974). Downward-directed interacting accelerated par-
ticles tend to produce neutrons deeper in the atmosphere where
the higher density also shortens the delay.

Several investigators have determined the photospheric
3He/H ratio using capture line time-history measurements ob-
tained with theSolar Maximum Mission (SMM), Granat, and
the Compton Gamma Ray Observatory. Chupp et al. (1981),
Prince et al. (1983), Trottet et al. (1993), Murphy et al. (1997),
and Rank et al. (2001) approximated the expected line time
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history from instantaneous neutron production as the sum of
exponentials and made simplifying assumptions about the den-
sity structure of the solar atmosphere and the interacting particle
angular distribution. Hua & Lingenfelter (1987b) used a Monte
Carlo technique to calculate the depth, energy, and angular
distribution of neutron and neutron-capture line production.
The derived3He/H ratios from these analyses ranged from 0
to , with the smallest uncertainties ( ) ob-�5 �55 # 10 1–2# 10
tained by Hua & Lingenfelter (1987b) and Rank et al. (2001).
In these latter two analyses, the3He/H uncertainty was deter-
mined with a fixed interacting particle angular distribution and
without considering the uncertainties of the measured time his-
tory used to represent the neutron-production time profile. As
a result, the3He/H uncertainties were underestimated.

In this Letter, we will useRHESSI observations of the
neutron-capture line to determine the photospheric3He abun-
dance. We will simultaneously vary both3He/H and the inter-
acting particle angular distribution, and we will include the
effect of the uncertainties of the neutron-production time pro-
file. This will result in more realistic uncertainty estimates.
Neutron-capture line time histories will be calculated using a
magnetic loop model with a magnetic field perpendicular to
the solar surface at the footpoints. The interacting particle an-
gular distribution will be parameterized by the level of pitch-
angle scattering (PAS) present in the loop that directly affects
the distribution. The analysis will therefore also place con-
straints on the level of this scattering. We discuss the calcu-
lations and the loop model in § 2, and we present the data and
compare them with the calculations in § 3.
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Fig. 1.—Calculations of the neutron-capture line time history showing its
dependence on level of PAS (l), the accelerated particle spectral index (s),
and the3He/H ratio. All calculations are for a loop magnetic field perpendicular
to the solar surface at the 73� heliographic angle of the 2002 July 23 flare.
The accelerated particle spectrum is normalized such that there is one proton
greater than 30 MeV.

2. NEUTRON-CAPTURE LINE CALCULATIONS

Neutron-capture line production is very sensitive to the in-
teracting accelerated particle angular distribution. In previous
analyses of neutron-capture line data, various analytic shapes for
this distribution were assumed. Here we use a physically based
magnetic loop model (Hua, Ramaty, & Lingenfelter 1989; Hua
et al. 2002) to calculate the distribution. The model consists of
a semicircular coronal portion and two straight portions extend-
ing vertically from the transition region into the photosphere.
Below the transition region, the magnetic field strength is as-
sumed proportional to a powerd of the pressure (Zweibel &
Haber 1983). The atmospheric model above 120 km is the sun-
spot active region model of Avrett (1981). The model includes
energy losses due to Coulomb collisions, removal by nuclear
reactions, magnetic mirroring in the convergent flux tube, and
MHD PAS in the corona.

PAS can be characterized by its mean free pathL, the average
distance for isotropization. HereL is expressed byl, the ratio
of L to the loop half-length. With no PAS ( ), particlesl r �
with large initial pitch angles mirror and tend to interact at
their mirror points, where the density is greatest. Particles with
pitch angles too small to mirror enter the “loss cone” and either
undergo a nuclear reaction as they are moving downward or
are thermalized. Without PAS, most particles are moving par-
allel to the solar surface when they interact (i.e., a “fan beam”).
Scattering causes the loss cone to be continuously repopulated
and therefore more downward-directed interacting particles. As
PAS is increased (l decreased), the distribution becomes more
downward-directed until saturation is reached ( ). At sat-l ∼ 20
uration, particles are scattered into the loss cone as quickly as
they are removed by interactions, so that a further decrease of
l has no effect on the temporal or angular dependence of the
interactions. Usingg-ray line data from severalSMM flares,
Share et al. (2002) showed that the measured de-excitation line
Doppler shifts imply interacting ion angular distributions that
are inconsistent with no PAS. Better fits were obtained with
both nearly saturated ( ) and saturated PAS. Figure 10l p 300
of Share et al. (2002) shows examples of interacting particle
angular distributions calculated for various values ofl.

Recently, Hua et al. (2002) developed new neutron-produc-
tion kinematics and updated the neutron-production cross sec-
tions used previously (Hua & Lingenfelter 1987a). We use these
cross sections and the loop model to calculate the neutron-
capture line time history. We use a loop length of 1.15#

cm and , values found by Hua et al. (1989) to910 d p 0.2
provide good fits to de-excitation line decay times in the 1980
June 21 flare. The ambient medium composition was assumed
to be coronal (Reames 1995), but with Ne/Op 0.25 and He/
H p 0.10. We assumed “impulsive flare” abundances for the
accelerated ions (Ramaty, Mandzhavidze, & Kozlovsky 1996),
with ana/proton ratio of 0.5. The accelerated ions are released
isotropically at the top of the loop with a power-law energy
spectrum and indexs (i.e., , whereE is in units of MeV�sE
nucleon ) and are followed until they interact or thermalize.�1

The resulting neutrons are followed until they escape, decay,
or are captured. The attenuation and direction of the 2.223 MeV
g-rays are recorded.

We have calculated neutron-capture line time histories for
various assumptions of the accelerated particle spectral index
(s), the photospheric3He/H ratio, and the level of PAS (l).
Figure 1 shows examples of neutron-capture line time histories
calculated for instantaneous release of the accelerated particles.
The histories were calculated at the 73� heliocentric angle of

the 23 July flare, and the accelerated proton spectrum was
normalized to 1 proton above 30 MeV. The time histories fall
faster with increasing PAS (decreasingl), increasing3He/H,
and harder spectra (smallers). (Harder spectra tend to produce
neutrons deeper in the atmosphere where the higher density
shortens the delay.)

We derive predicted neutron-capture line time histories by
convolving the time histories calculated for instantaneous re-
lease with a neutron-production time history assumed to be
given by the nuclear de-excitation line flux measured for this
flare (see § 3). This is appropriate because de-excitationg-ray
and neutron production are similarly delayed relative to the
accelerated particle release and because the bulk of the pro-
duction typically occurs less than 10 s after release (Hua et al.
1989, 2002). We use a Monte Carlo technique to estimate the
uncertainties of the predicted neutron-capture line time history
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Fig. 2.—Observed 2.223 MeV neutron-capture line count spectrum and the
best fit to the data. The dotted curve is the nuclear de-excitation line component,
the dashed curve is the electron bremsstrahlung power law, and the dash-
dotted curve is the Gaussian for the line. The solid curve is the sum of all of
the components. The data have been accumulated over the bulk of the flare
duration (00:27:20–00:43:20 UT). (Note that above 2230 keV, the data are
binned in large energy channels.)

Fig. 3.—Measured time dependences of the 2.223 MeV neutron-capture line
and the 4–7.6 MeV de-excitation line fluxes. The 4–7.6 MeV flux has been
reduced by a factor of 100 for clarity. Also shown is the comparison of the best-
fitting predicted neutron-capture line flux for (obtained withs p 4.5 l p

and3He/H p ) and the measured time history. The dotted lines�52000 7# 10
indicate the time interval over which was calculated (00:28:20–00:43:20 UT).2x

resulting from uncertainties of the measured de-excitation line
time history.

3. COMPARISON OF THERHESSI DATA WITH THE CALCULATIONS

The background-subtracted count spectrum measured by
RHESSI near the neutron-capture line is shown in Figure 2.
The data were fitted with a model consisting of a Gaussian
profile for the line, a power law for the electron bremsstrahlung,
and a nuclear de-excitation line component. These components
and the best-fitting total model are also shown in the figure.
Spectra accumulated every 20 s were also fitted with this model
(Share et al. 2003), and the resulting neutron-capture line and
4–7.6 MeV de-excitation line time histories are shown in Fig-
ure 3. For the very narrow neutron-capture line, the high spec-
tral resolution of theRHESSI detectors compensates well for
the instrument’s modest effective area. This is not true for the
broader de-excitation lines; the de-excitation line flux is rela-
tively poorly known, which is a dominant source of uncertainty
in the 3He/H ratio derived here (see below).

Figure 1 shows that the accelerated particle spectral index
affects the time history of the neutron-capture line. The most
reliable measure of the index for the energy range relevant to
the neutron-capture line is the flux ratio of the capture line and
a narrow de-excitation line such as the 4.44 MeV line of12C
since this ratio is fairly independent of the ambient and ac-
celerated particle composition (e.g., Ramaty et al. 1996). For
the July 23 flare, the12C line is too weak to provide a useful
index measure. Alternatively, the 4–7.6 MeV de-excitation line
band can be used to improve the statistics, but this ratio is
much more sensitive to the assumed abundances. Here we do
not determine the spectral index from the data but rather de-
termine what constraints the shape of the neutron-capture line
time history alone can place on the3He/H ratio and the level
of PAS. We assume two spectral indices (3.5 and 4.5) that
represent the range of measured flare accelerated particle in-
dices (Ramaty et al. 1996). For each index, we vary3He/H
from 0.1 to and interacting ion angular distributions�520# 10
due to levels of PAS from none ( , a fan beam) to saturatedl r �
( , strongly downward-directed). We also considered anl p 20

angular distribution that is 100% downward-beamed. For each
combination of index,3He/H, and angular distribution, a pre-
dicted neutron-capture line time history was calculated and
compared with the data, normalizing the predicted profile to
minimize . The was calculated using uncertainties deter-2 2x x
mined by adding in quadrature the data statistical uncertainties
and the estimated prediction uncertainties. Confidence levels
for 3He/H andl were established assuming two parameters of
interest (Lampton, Margon, & Bowyer 1976).

The minimum achieved ( ) was the same for both2 2x xmin

spectral indices (60.0 for 44 degrees of freedom, or a confidence
level of 5%). Figure 3 shows the measured and best-fit predicted
time histories for . The dotted lines indicate the times p 4.5
interval for calculating (00:28:20–00:43:20 UT). We note2x
that during the rise of the line flux, the prediction exceeds the
data for four 20 s intervals by about 2j each. This could be
due to an overestimation of the de-excitation line flux early in
the flare when the flux was weak. Alternatively, the accelerated
particle energy spectrum could have been steeper during this
time than during the bulk of the flare, with less neutron pro-
duction relative to de-excitation line production. But this would
result in a relatively high flux during this time of those de-
excitation lines having low cross section thresholds, such as
the 1.634 MeV Ne line, which was not observed.

For each spectral index (3.5 and 4.5), Figure 4 shows how
(the change of from ) varies asl and 3He/H are2 2 2Dx x xmin

varied. (Note that for each value of a given parameter, the other
parameter has been adjusted to minimize .) For these two2x
indices, the results forl (Fig. 4a) do not depend strongly on
the index. Minimum is achieved at with a 1j2x l p 2000
allowable range of 700–5000 and a 99% confidence upper limit
of ∼7000 (assuming two parameters of interest). PAS levels
from weak to none can therefore be rejected, implying that the
interacting particle angular distribution must be at least some-
what downward-directed. On the other hand, while more
strongly downward-directed distributions ( ) result inl ! 700
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Fig. 4.—Dependence of for the two parametersl (a) and 3He/H (b) for s p 3.5 (dotted curve) and 4.5 (dashed curve). The dot-dashed lines2 2 2Dx p x � xmin

indicate , (68% confidence level for two parameters), and (90% confidence level for two parameters).2 2 2Dx p 0 Dx p 2.3 Dx p 4.61

worse fits, even saturated PAS ( ) cannot be rejected.l p 20
However, the minimum achieved assuming a 100% down-2x
ward-beamed angular distribution was 68.3, or . The2Dx p 8.3
downward beam can therefore be rejected with better than 98%
confidence.

Smith et al. (2003) find that a 100% downward beam re-
produces the strong de-excitation line redshifts observed for
this flare better than a downward-isotropic distribution, unless
the magnetic loop is inclined toward the Earth. Calculations of
neutron-capture line production for inclined magnetic fields
have not yet been performed. But longer decay times can rea-
sonably be expected from inclined fields (at least for strong
PAS where the interacting angular distribution is more forward-
directed) since the neutrons would tend to be produced at shal-
lower depths. This may explain why the neutron-capture line
analysis favors angular distributions that are less downward-
directed than that favored by the narrow-line analysis.

Figure 4b shows that the derived3He/H ratio depends on the
index, with higher values of3He/H required for the steeper
spectrum (largers) as expected. The allowable range of
3He/H (1j, two parameters of interest) over the range of indices

assumed here was from 0.5 to . If the spectral index�510# 10
were determined by an independent method (e.g.,g-ray line
fluence ratios), this allowable range would be reduced. But
even so, the3He/H uncertainty obtained here would still be
significantly larger than those obtained by previous investi-
gators (see § 1). In part, this is due to the simultaneous deter-
mination of3He/H and the interacting angular distribution (l),
which has not been done before. However, we find that most
of the uncertainty expressed in Figure 4 arises from the large
statistical errors of the nuclear de-excitation line flux used to
represent the neutron-production time history (see Fig. 3). Im-
proving the estimate of this time history with better measure-
ments of the nuclear line flux should result in a more con-
strained3He/H ratio estimate.
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